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 .This paper is about an inverse problem. We assume we are given a function f x
m  i .which is some sum of ridge functions of the form  g a ? x and we just knowis1 i
an upper bound on m. We seek to identify the functions g and also to identify thei
directions ai from such limited information. Several ways to solve this nonlinear
problem are discussed in this work. Q 1999 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
A ridge function is a multivariate function
h: R n ª R,
of the simple form
h x , . . . , x s g a x q ??? qa x s g a ? x , .  .  .1 n 1 1 n n
 . n  4where g : R ª R and a s a , . . . , a g R _ 0 . In other words, it is a1 n
multivariate function constant on the parallel hyperplanes a ? x s c, c g R.
n  4The vector a g R _ 0 is generally called the direction.
Ridge functions appear in various areas and under various guises. We
find them in the area of partial differential equations where they have
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w x.been known for many, many years under the name of plane wa¨es 7 . We
w x also find them used in computerized tomography 10 , in statistics where
w x.they appear in projection pursuit algorithms 5 , in neural networks, and
of course in approximation theory. More about ridge functions may be
w xfound in Pinkus 11 , and references therein.
When dealing with ridge functions, one is generally interested in one of
three possible sets of functions.
The first is given by
m
1 m iR a , . . . , a s g a ? x : g g C R , i s 1, . . . , m . .  .  . i i 5
is1
That is, we fix a finite number of directions and we consider linear
combinations of ridge functions with these directions. The functions g arei
the ``variables.'' This is a linear space.
The second set is
m
i i n  4R s g a ? x : a g R _ 0 , g g C R , i s 1, . . . , m . .  .m i i 5
is1
Here, we fix m and we choose both the functions g and the directions ai.i
This is not a linear space.
The third set is motivated by a model in neural networks. It is a subset
 .of the second. We fix s g C R , called the transfer function in neural
network literature, and we let
m
i i n  4N s c s a ? x y b : a g R _ 0 , c , b g R, i s 1, . . . , m . .m i i i i 5
is1
i  .Here we also fix m and choose both the directions a called the weights ,
 .and the shifts b called the thresholds . This is not a linear space.i
One problem met with when dealing with function sets such as the
preceding, is in knowing if and when a given function is in the set. That is,
 1 m.do we have any way of knowing whether any prescribed f is in R a , . . . , a
for some given directions a1, . . . , am, or in R , or in N ? While the first setm m
is linear, the latter two are not, and this problem is therefore far from
trivial. A second much related problem is the following. Assume you know
 .  1 m. 1 mor suppose that f is in R a , . . . , a for some given directions a , . . . , a ,
or in R , or in N . How can we determine the unknowns, be they them m
functions, the directions, or the shifts? If we know a method for determin-
ing these unknowns, we essentially have a method of finding whether we
are in the appropriate set: we assume that we are in the appropriate set,
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we identify the unknowns, and then we check whether the resulting
.function is in fact our original function.
In this paper we address these questions and we give a rather generic
method of answering the latter question. That is, we show that the
problem can be solved. A major drawback is that this method is rather
more theoretical than practical, although in principle our proofs are
constructive.
w xIn a previous paper 3 , we considered a similar recovery problem. There
we assumed that we were given a function G: R n ª R and a function f :
R n ª R, the latter we knew to be of the form
m
nf x s c G x y t , x g R , .  . j j
js1
 4m  4m nfor some unknown coefficients c ; R and shifts t ; R , wherej js1 j js1
 .m or an upper bound on m is known. The problem was to identify the
coefficients and shifts. The techniques developed in that paper are used
 here. In that paper we also considered N . The result obtained inm
w x.Theorem 6 of 3 , while not technically in error, was meaningless. Thus
.this paper also allows us to redress this wrong.
2. UNIQUENESS AND SMOOTHNESS
When representing a function as a sum of ridge functions, or when
seeking to identify its various components, it is of fundamental importance
to try to understand the extent to which any representation is unique. We
therefore ask, if
k l
i if x s g a ? x s h b ? x , .  .  . i i
is1 is1
 4k  i4k  4 lwhat can be said about the g and a relative to the hi is1 is1 i is1
 i4 land b ?is1
From linearity properties, this problem reduces to the following formu-
lation: Assuming
m
ig a ? x s 0, . i
is1
 .m or at least an upper bound on it being known, what can we say about
the g ? The following result is valid.i
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PROPOSITION 1. If m is finite, the ai are pairwise linearly independent, the
 .g g C R , i s 1, . . . , m, andi
m
ig a ? x s 0, . i
is1
for all x g R n, then each g is a polynomial of degree at most m y 2.i
Remark. In fact the bound on the degree of the polynomial can be
further reduced.
Proof. The proof of the proposition is elementary if each of the g liesi
my 1 .  w x.in C R see Lemma 1 in Diaconis and Shahshahani 4 . It goes as
 4  4 j nfollows. Fix r g 1, . . . , m . For each j g 1, . . . , m , j / r, let c g R
satisfy
c j ? a j s 0 and c j ? ar / 0.
This is possible because the ai are pairwise linearly independent. For
 . ngeneral c s c , . . . , c g R , let1 n
n ­
D s c .c s ­ xsss1
Now
D g a ? x s c ? a gX a ? x . .  .  .c
Thus, because each g is sufficiently smooth,i
m m
i
j0 s D g a ? x . c i
js1 is1
j/r
m m
j i my1. is c ? a g a ? x .  .  i /js1is1
j/r
m
j r my1. rs c ? a g a ? x . .  . r
js1
j/r
From our choice of the c j, it follows that
g my1. ar ? x s 0, .r
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for all x g R n. This implies that
g my1. t s 0, .r
for all t g R, and g is therefore a polynomial of degree at most m y 2.r
 .If the g are only in C R , then the result remains valid. In fact we mayi
1  .even suppose g is just locally integrable, i.e., g g L R . To prove this,i i loc
we use some very basic ideas from distribution theory. Choose u g R n
such that ai ? u s b / 0, i s 1, . . . , m. Theni
m m
i i0 s g a ? x q tu s g a ? x q tb , . .  . i i i
is1 is1
n ` . for every t g R and x g R . Let c g D [ C R the infinitely smootho
.functions with compact support which we shall call test functions . Thus,
m m i` `1 s a ? x
i0 s g a ? x q tb c t dt s g s c y ds. .  . . H Hi i i  /b b by` y`i i iis1 is1
 4  j4 mFix r g 1, . . . , m and let the c be as in the previous text. Thenjs1, j/ r
m m i`1 s a ? x
j0 s D g s c y ds , .  Hc i  / /b b by`js1 i i iis1
j/r
which is the same as
my 1r m` s a ? x y1 .
my1. j r0 s g s c y ds = c ? a . 2.1 .  .  .H r m /b b by` js1r r r
j/r
Because c is an arbitrary function in D, it follows that
`
my1.g s f s ds s 0, .  .H r
y`
for all f g D. It is well known that this implies that g is a polynomial ofr
degree at most m y 2. For completeness, here is a short proof.
 .Assume first for simplicity that g s g g C R and thatr
`
my1.g s f s ds s 0, 2.2 .  .  .H
y`
for all f g D. For each natural number k, let f g D have support ink
w x `  .  4`y1rk, 1rk , f G 0, and H f s ds s 1. Thus f is a sequence ofk y` k k ks1
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approximate identities, the elements of such a sequence being characterized
 4by compact support that shrinks to 0 with growing index k, nonnegativity,
and unit integral.
Let
`
g t s g s f t y s ds. .  .  .Hw k x k
y`
` .Then g g C R , andw k x
`
my1. my1.g t s g s f t y s ds s 0, .  .  .Hw k x k
y`
for each t. Therefore g is a polynomial of degree at most m y 2. Inw k x
addition, g converges uniformly to g as k ª ` on every finite interval.w k x
Therefore g is also a polynomial of degree at most m y 2.
1  .  .If g is not continuous but only in L R and satisfies 2.2 for any testloc
function f g D, we can take Fourier transforms and we can get by
Plancherel's identity,
`
my 1Ãg x x f x dx s 0, .  .ÃH
y`
Ãwhere f g D and thus f are still arbitrary. Therefore, in the sense of
my 1  .  .distributions, x g x s 0 which means g x s 0 everywhere except atÃ Ã
w xzero. Thus Theorem 3.20 in 8 proves the result, namely, that g is a finiteÃ
linear combination of the delta function and its derivatives centered at the
origin, their degrees being limited by m y 2. We are using here, of
course, that the inverse Fourier transform of the k th derivative of the
.delta function centered at zero is an algebraic polynomial of degree k.
Therefore we have proved that g must be a polynomial of degree less
than m y 1, almost everywhere. Returning to our g , it thus follows thatr
each of the g is almost everywhere a polynomial. The points where any ofr
the g might not be a polynomial of degree less than m y 1 extend,r
 r .through the inner product inside g a ? x , to a hyperplane orthogonalr
to ar. Because the sum over i of these expressions is identically zero
and because the directions ai are mutually linearly independent, it is a
straightforward consequence that each g must in fact be a polynomialr
everywhere.
Remark. This question of uniqueness has been considered by Albertini,
w x w x w xSontag, Maillot 2 , Sussman 12 , and Fefferman 6 for N , especially inm
 .  . ithe case where s x s tanh x . If the directions a are pairwise linearly
independent, then we can apply Proposition 1. The condition of pairwise
linear independence is not, however, natural in this setting. Proposition 1
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does permit us to reduce the problem to studying when
r
c s a a ? x y b . . i i i
is1
is a polynomial of degree at most m y 2. Here a nonzero a is fixed; we
have grouped all terms with linearly dependent directions. We are inter-
ested in conditions on s , a , and b which then imply that the c are alli i i
zero.
Is Proposition 1 valid without any restriction on the g ? Is it true that ifi
 i .g : R ª R, i s 1, . . . , m, and the sum over the g a ? x vanishes identicallyi i
for pairwise linearly independent ai, then each g is a polynomial of degreei
at most m y 2? The answer, unfortunately, is no. It is well known, see
w xAczel 1, p. 35 that there exist highly noncontinuous functions h: R ª RÂ
satisfying
h x q y s h x q h y , .  .  .
for all x and y in R. These h are constructed using ``Hamel bases.'' Thus,
for example, the equation,
0 s g x q g x q g x q x .  .  .1 1 2 2 3 1 2
has highly nonpolynomial, noncontinuous solutions g s g s yg s h.1 2 3
The preceding text together with Proposition 1, begs the following
interesting question. Namely, if
m
if x s g a ? x , 2.3 .  .  . i
is1
k n. l .and f g C R , do there then exist g g C R for whichÄi
m
if x s g a ? x ? .  .Ä i
is1
In addition, what is the relationship between k and l? For instance, we
would wish the previous assertion to hold with l s k. The case k s 0 is of
special interest. However, here we will consider only k G m y 1 and we
will prove under mild assumptions that indeed l s k in this case.
 . k n.PROPOSITION 2. Assume that f has the form 2.3 and that f g C R
1  . k .for some k G m y 1. If , in addition, g g L R for each i, then g g C R .i loc i
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Proof. We use the c i as in the proof of Proposition 1. Let c be an
arbitrary test function. Then the expression
m m`
i
jD g a ? x q tu c t dt .  . . H c i /y` js1 is1
j/r
m`
js D f x q tu c t dt 2.4 .  .  . .H c /y` js1
j/r
 .is identical to the right-hand side of 2.1 . In other words, the distributional
 .derivatives of f f is a distribution as well as a function! of total order
m y 1 along the directions given by the c j are identical to some distribu-
 .tional derivative of order m y 1 of g times certain constants . It does notr
 .matter here that 2.4 is a univariate integral although a weak formulation
of a derivative of the multivariate function f would require an integral
against a multivariate test function. This is because f has continuous
derivatives anyway. Now, the distributional derivative is equal to the
w xcontinuous classical derivative of f according to Theorem 7.11 in 8, p. 195
my 1 n.because f g C R and therefore the same must be true for the
my 1 .right-hand side. Thus g g C R andr
m m
my1. r j r
jD f x s g a ? x c ? a , .  .  . c r
js1 js1
j/r j/r
r j my1. kymy1. .where all a and c are known. As such g g C R , k G m y 1.r
The result now follows.
 1 m.3. R a , . . . , a
 .A function f x, y is of the form,
m
2f x , y s g a x q b y , x , y g R , .  .  . i i i
is1
 .for given a , b , but unknown continuous g , i s 1, . . . , m, if and only ifi i i
m ­ ­
b y a f x , y s 0, 3.1 .  . i i /­ x ­ yis1
in a distributional sense. This rather simple result is based on the same
result in the case m s 1 which is straightforward. Note that this provides a
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 1 m.method of identifying R a , . . . , a if n s 2. Unfortunately a simple
 .characterization such as 3.1 does not hold in the case of three or more
variables.
 n.How can we determine if a function f defined on R is of the form
 . 1 m n  42.3 for some given a , . . . , a g R _ 0 , but unknown continuous
 1 m.g , . . . , g ? That is, how do we characterize R a , . . . , a ? One answer1 m
w xmay be found in Lin and Pinkus 9 .
 1 m.Let P a , . . . , a denote the set of polynomials which vanish on all the
 i 4lines la : l g R , i s 1, . . . , m. This is an ideal.
 w x.THEOREM 3 Lin and Pinkus 9 . The continuous function f g
 1 m.R a , . . . , a if and only if
1 mf g span q : q polynomial, p D q s 0 for every p g P a , . . . , a . 4 .  .
This theorem, in and of itself, does not provide a simple method of
 1 m.checking whether a particular function is in R a , . . . , a . However, it
follows from the theory of polynomial ideals that one need not check every
 1 m. wp g P a , . . . , a . It is a consequence of Hilbert's basis theorem, c.f. 13,
x  1 m.p. 18 , that it suffices to consider any set of p g P a , . . . , a which are
 1 m.generators for the polynomial ideal P a , . . . , a . Sets of generators are
highly nonunique. But it is not difficult to show that there always exists a
fairly simple set of generators of cardinality n. We shall, however, not
further pursue these ideas here.
w xIn Diaconis and Shahshahani 4 are to be found two additional theo-
 1 m.rems which characterize R a , . . . , a . The first is stated only for the case
n s 3. But it is in fact valid for every n.
 w x. 1 mTHEOREM 4 Diaconis and Shahshahani 4 . Let a , . . . , a be pairwise
n r  nlinearly independent ¨ectors in R . Let P denote the hyperplane c g R :
r 4 m n.c ? a s 0 , r s 1, . . . , m. A function f g C R has the form,
m
if x s g a ? x q P x , 3.2 .  .  .  . i
is1
for some polynomial P of degree less than m, if and only if
m
iD f s 0, c
is1
for all choices of c i g P i, i s 1, . . . , m.
 .The free polynomial term in 3.2 is a consequence of Proposition 1.
 1 m.Another much more complicated characterization of R a , . . . , a for
 .certain particular choices of m due to Royden may be found at the end
w xof the paper by Diaconis and Shahshahani 4 .
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 1 m.Our goal here is more modest. Assume we are given f g R a , . . . , a
 .of the form 2.3 . We wish to identify the g .i
 . iIf f is of the form 2.3 with pairwise linearly independent a , then, from
Proposition 1, these g are unique up to polynomials of degree at mosti
m y 2. How do we determine these g ? Here is a recipe based on the ideasi
we have already discussed.
my 1 n.  .  4Assume first that f g C R is of the form 2.3 . Fix r g 1, . . . , m
 j4mand let the c , j / r, be as in the proof of Proposition 1. In particular,js1
c j ? a j s 0 and c j ? ar / 0. Then we have
m m m
i
j jD f x s D g a ? x .  .  c c i
js1 js1 is1
j/r j/r
m m
j i my1. is c ? a g a ? x .  .  i /js1is1
j/r
m
j r my1. rs c ? a g a ? x . .  . r /js1
j/r
By assumption we know f and thus the left-hand side of the previous
equation. We also know the constant,
m
j rc ? a , .
js1
j/r
and the vector ar itself. Thus this simple method gives us g my1.. In otherr
words we can determine g up to a polynomial of degree m y 2, inr
agreement with Proposition 1.
1  n.This argument also works if f and the g are just in L R andi loc
1  .L R , respectively. For this, we argue as in the proof of Proposition 1;loc
i.e., we find a u as in that proof and we integrate against a test function
y1  y1 .c g D. Let this test function c scaled by b , i.e., c b ? , be anr r
element from a sequence of approximate identities. In particular, H` c sy`
y1  .  .b . Now, we can identify from the display 2.1 the m y 1 st derivative ofr
g integrated against that c . Denote the result by g my1.. So we haver r , c
my 1 rm `y1 t a ? x .
j r my1.c ? a g t c y dt .  . H rm  /b b by`js1r r r
j/r
m1
my1. r j rs g a ? x c ? a , .  .r , cb  /js1r
j/r
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my1.  .which defines the g . In other words, integrating m y 1 times givesr , c
g , namely, the g smoothed by the test function in the aforementionedr , c r
way, i.e., also scaling c by by1,r
`
rt a ? x
g t c y dt. .H r  /b by` r r
 4Letting the support of the approximate identity tend to 0 while maintain-
 r .ing unit integral gives g a ? x modulo a polynomial of degree m y 2. Ther
 .latter is a consequence of our m y 1 -fold integration of the derivative.
 4Because we can do this for each r g 1, . . . , m , we know that f is
contained in the set of functions,
m
i ig a ? x q p a ? x , .  .Ä . i i
is1
where each p is an arbitrary univariate polynomial of degree at mosti
m y 2 and g is such that g my1. s g my1., i s 1, . . . , m. That is, for someÄ Äi i i
choice of polynomials p s p we have g s g q p . Alternatively, we mayÄ Ä Äi i i i i
state that
m
if x y g a ? x s p x 3.3 .  .  .  .Ä i
is1
is a multivariate polynomial of total degree at most m y 2 which may be
determined and can be written in the form,
m
ip x s p a ? x , .  .Ä i
is1
for some choice of p of degree at most m y 2. These p and thereforeÄ Äi i
.the g are not unique.i
There seem to be various methods of determining appropriate p . HereÄi
is one such method. We know that
m m my2
ji ip x s p a ? x s a a ? x , .  .  .Ä  i i j
is1 is1 js0
for some choice of coefficients a . If we can find appropriate a , we havei j i j
constructed suitable p , i s 1, . . . , m. This can be done in the followingÄi
 i . j4 m , my2fashion: Among the a ? x , choose a basis, and then write p inis1, js0
terms of this basis. The coefficients a for the polynomial in terms of thisi j
basis can be found explicitly because we know p. As such we have
elucidated one recipe for determining appropriate functions g .i
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4. Rm
Assume f g R , i.e.,m
m
if x s g a ? x , 4.1 .  .  . i
is1
for some set of continuous, but unknown, nonzero functions g , andi
i n  4unknown directions a g R _ 0 , i s 1, . . . , m. Can we determine the gi
i  .and a ? To be more precise because there is a problem of uniqueness we
i  .wish to find some g and a such that 4.1 holds. For smooth g , we can doi i
this, under certain further mild assumptions. In this section we explain
 i4mhow to find directions a . We then refer the reader to the previousis1
 4msection for a recipe for determining the g based on knowledge of thei is1
 i4ma .is1
The case m s 1 is relatively simple. Let us see how it may be done
because it is instructive for the more complicated issues to follow. Assume
that
f x s g a ? x , .  .
 .n for some unknown a s a and g. Assume also that f and thereforei is1
.g is continuously differentiable. Then
­ f
Xx s a g a ? x , i s 1, . . . , n. .  .i­ xi
Taking ratios we have
­ f
x .
­ x ai is , i , j s 1, . . . , n ,
­ f ajx .
­ x j
X .so long as a and g a ? x do not vanish. The right-hand side is indepen-j
 4dent of x for every choice of i, j g 1, . . . , n . Note that a and g are not
uniquely determined. Specifically, we can always replace a by ca for any
constant c / 0, and appropriately alter g. Thus, knowing all the ratios
a ra effectively determines a. Once given a, we obtain g from Section 3.i j
The generalization to m ) 1 is more complicated. We will use the
following result, the proof of which may be found in Section 2 of Buhmann
w xand Pinkus 3 , see Theorem 1 and Corollary 2 therein.
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 42 my1THEOREM 5. Assume that we are gi¨ en numbers b which satisfyk ks0
m
kc d s b , k s 0, . . . , 2m y 1, 4.2 .  . i i k
is1
 4m  4mfor unknown nonzero c and unknown distinct d . The d arei is1 i is1 i
uniquely determined as follows. The function
b ??? b b0 m -1 m
. . . .. . . .. . . .B x s det 4.3 .  .
b ??? b bm -1 2 my2 2 my1 0
my 1 m1 ??? x x
is a polynomial of exact degree m. The d , i s 1, . . . , m, are its m distincti
zeros. The c , i s 1, . . . , m, are easily calculated from the linear equationsi
 .4.2 once we know the d , i s 1, . . . , m.i
 42 my1Remark. Note that we are not saying that for every choice of bk ks0
 .the system 4.2 has a solution. A more complete and detailed examination
w xof this problem may be found in 3 .
 i4m  .We now give a recipe for determining the a in 4.1 , based onis1
 .various not unreasonable assumptions. The basic assumptions which are
 i4mused throughout are that the a are pairwise distinct, that each g isis1 i
2 my1 . 2 my1. .C R in some neighbourhood of 0, and that g 0 / 0, i si
1, . . . , m.
n  4Let c g R _ 0 . Assume that c has been chosen in such a way that the
values
m2 my1i 2 my1.c ? a g 0 4.4 .  .  . 5i is1
are nonzero and distinct. This is always possible with a suitable c, because
of the linear independence of the ai.
n  4For each d g R _ 0 and k s 0, 1, . . . , 2m y 1,
m
2 my1yk k2 my1yk k i i 2 my1.D D f 0 s c ? a d ? a g 0 .  .  .  . . c d i
is1
kim d ? a .2 my1i 2 my1.s c ? a g 0 . .  . i ic ? a .is1
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If the
mid ? a .
4.5 .i 5c ? a . is1
are distinct, then it follows from Theorem 5 that they may be uniquely
determined. Taking n linearly independent d s d j, j s 1, . . . , n, which
 4satisfy the preceding, we obtain for each i g 1, . . . , m the n values,
d j ? ai .
, j s 1, . . . , n. 4.6 .i 5c ? a .
This determines the
ai
, i s 1, . . . , n;ic ? a .
i i.e., it determines a up to multiplication by a nonzero, finite constant in
 i.y1 . i this case c ? a . Thus the a are totally determined see the remark in
.the case m s 1 . This is our general ``recipe.''
Let us now consider certain of our requirements in further detail. See
w x .also the discussion in the proof of Theorem 3 of Buhmann and Pinkus 3 .
n  4We need to be able to tell whether, for a given d g R _ 0 , the values
 .4.5 are distinct. This is straightforward, because under our other assump-
 .tions these values are distinct if and only if the associated polynomial B x
  ..in 4.3 is of exact degree m and has this many distinct zeros. Why do we
 .need the assumption that the coefficients in 4.4 be distinct, as well as
being nonzero? The distinctness is not used in Theorem 5. It is, however,
used for labeling. If two coefficients have the same values then we do not
 .know how to assign the associated expressions 4.6 and thus we determine
i  .the a . If the values in 4.4 are not distinct, we can alter the c. From
Theorem 5 we get the values of these coefficients, and so it is easily
determined as to whether these coefficients are distinct. The other option
 .is to try all the different possibilities of assigning the terms 4.6 to the
appropriate coefficients, and then matching the results obtained with the
. 2 my1. .original f. Further, we may weaken the demand that g 0 / 0,i
i s 1, . . . , m, by admitting any shifts away from the origin. Finally, the
smoothness condition on g may be weakened by convolving g with a testi i
function c and by considering g instead of g , as in the previousi, c i
2 my1. .section. Thus the condition g 0 / 0 is replaced by demanding thati
there exists a test function c such that g 2 my1. does not vanish at thei, c
origin for all indices i.
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5. Nm
 .We are given s g C R and the set N as defined in the Introduction.m
Because we do not know the ai, this is a specific subset of R . We can andm
will assume, by using the methods of the previous section, that we are able
to identify the ai up to multiplication by constants. That is, ai s d ai forÄi
i some determined a but undetermined d . Note that we must here againÄ i
i .assume that the a are pairwise linearly independent.
Furthermore we also assume that, using the methods of Section 3, we
can in fact identify
g my1. ar ? x s c s my1. ar ? x y b s c s my1. d ar ? x y b , .  . .  .Är r r r r r
for each r. Thus, knowing already ar, we have reduced our problem to theÄ
following. Given s and m and
cs my1. dt y b , 5.1 .  .
find the constants c, b, and d.
Unfortunately, we know of no general methods for solving this problem.
Numerous ad hoc methods present themselves depending on the particu-
lar s .
 .For instance, assume s is bounded and s t ª a when t ª "`,"
where a / a . This is a typical case in neural network applicationsq y
.where usually a s 0, a s 1. Because s is bounded, we can findy q
cs dt y b q a, 5.2 .  .Ä
 .from 5.1 by integration, where the uncertainty regarding the polynomial
of degree at most m y 2 that comes from the integration is reduced to a
constant a because other nonconstant polynomials are ruled out by
.boundedness . Now, letting t ª "` we obtain the two values f and f ,q y
one of which corresponds to ca q a and the other which corresponds toÄ q
 .ca q a, depending on the sign of d. Thus we obtain two options for c, a .Ä Äy
 .If, in addition, s is strictly monotone, we can find b and d from 5.2 by
evaluating at suitable t and t . This will give us one or two possible1 2
choices for the constants a, b, c, and d. However, it should be noted that it
is very possible that these constants are not uniquely determined.
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